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The without prejudice (WP) rule will generally prevent
statements made in a genuine attempt to settle an existing
dispute, whether made in writing or orally, from.
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Prejudice is a legal term with different meanings when used in
criminal, civil or common law. Dismissal without prejudice (in
Latin, "salvis iuribus") would leave the party an option to
refile, and is often a response to procedural or technical.
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Without prejudice to definition: If you take an action without
prejudice to an existing situation, your action does not |
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These restrictions are normally removed Without Prejudice
judgement is given, unless to do so might prejudice another
prosecution in progress. This will help ensure that in the
event of the negotiations being unsuccessful they are not
accidentally referred to at trial.
Acivilmatterwhichis"dismissedwithprejudice"isoverforever.Since
his legal charges had been dismissed without prejudice the
courts reinstated them when he got involved in more trouble.
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